
WRITING A PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP

I wanted to think about my own â€œEducational Leadership Philosophyâ€• and put it into words as I come into the new
school year. As I write this down, I love the.

The evaluation of teachers is an ongoing assessment and supervision of what is going on within and around a
school leader's building. Be specific by telling a story or offering "a detailed description of an innovative or
interesting teaching strategy you have used," says Lang. Janelle Cox has an M. Lang notes that, while you
don't need to use official citation style, you should cite your sources. Why do I hold these beliefs? As a school
leader, you want to be the kind of person that people trust and respect, but that does not come through a title
alone. What have others learned from my leadership approaches? Ohio State University's Center for the
Advancement of Teaching further explains that a teaching philosophy statement is important because a clear
philosophy of teaching can lead to a change in teaching behavior and foster professional and personal growth.
Over time, my educational philosophy may change, and that's okay. You must respect your teachers, but they
also have to respect you. By using a servant leadership approach, my goal is to support, inspire, and assist
others to self-actualize so that they can achieve their goals on their own. With dedication, perseverance, and
hard work, her students will rise to the occasion. What type of working environment do you strive to create?
She has provided remedial enrichment curriculums and worked with both bilingual and special needs students.
To be successful, people must have a purpose within our organization. What has been the impact and influence
of my educational leadership on me, on students, on colleagues, on my department, on my faculty, on the
institution and beyond? Preparing an Educational Leadership Philosophy Statement. It has become
increasingly necessary to create, implement, and evaluate strategies to use outside resources for your school to
be successful. If it is the best alternative for the students, then you should try to implement it. Continue
Reading. As a result, their sample philosophy paper is difficult to read and understand. You will still need to
adhere to that policy until that happens. An important component of this theory is that respect is a two-way
street. Need help to put one together? Those that are willing to adapt and learn from change now, will be the
ones that are most likely to be successful in the future. I believe that I owe it to my students, as well as the
community, to bring consistency, diligence, and warmth to my job in the hope that I can ultimately inspire and
encourage such traits in the children as well. This paper will show that the purpose of leadership is to
empower others so that they can accomplish the goals that have been identified and defined for them. Kenny,
N. Unlike the previous statements, this one minimizes the individuality of students and emphasizes that,
essentially, it take a village to foster truly community-based learning. Advances in Physiology Education, 35, 
Developing an educational leadership philosophy statement provides an opportunity for individuals to reflect
on their own leadership beliefs and activities. Total Length: words 4 double-spaced pages Total Sources: 4
Page 1 of 4 Abstract The purpose of leadership is to assist followers in overcoming obstacles to their goals. A
school leader must realize that it is typically best if vision is implemented in small steps. As society continues
to change, schools need to adapt to best serve our students for their future as well as their present. It is
beneficial to include every aspect of a community within the daily school life. Philosophy of Educational
Leadership I believe that educational leadership is about engaging with those around you in the school
placeâ€”students, teachers, administrators, parentsâ€”all stakeholders.


